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Abstract
Behavioral studies have shown that emotional facial expressions are detected more rapidly and accurately than are neutral expressions. However, the neural mechanism underlying this efficient detection has remained unclear. To investigate this mechanism, we measured event-related potentials (ERPs) during a visual search task in which participants detected the normal emotional facial expressions of anger and happiness or their control stimuli, termed “anti-expressions,” within crowds of neutral expressions. The anti-expressions, which were created using a morphing technique that produced changes equivalent to those in the normal emotional facial expressions compared with the neutral facial expressions, were most frequently recognized as emotionally neutral. Behaviorally, normal expressions were detected faster and more accurately and were rated as more emotionally arousing than were the anti-expressions. Regarding ERPs, the normal expressions elicited larger early posterior negativity (EPN) at 200–400 ms compared with anti-expressions. Furthermore, larger EPN was related to faster and more accurate detection and higher emotional arousal. These data suggest that the efficient detection of emotional facial expressions is implemented via enhanced activation of the posterior visual cortices at 200–400 ms based on their emotional significance.
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1. Introduction
Emotional facial expressions are proposed to have evolved as indispensable communication media for the survival of human ancestors (Darwin, 1872). Rapid and accurate communication via emotional facial expressions would have facilitated immediate sharing of biologically significant information, such as that about predators or food.

Consistent with this idea, several behavioral studies have demonstrated efficient detection of the emotional facial expressions of others using a visual search paradigm. The visual search paradigm has been applied successfully to demonstrate the ability of the human visual system to detect socially important signals in the environment. In previous studies, photographs or drawings of facial expressions were lined up, and participants were asked to respond regarding the existence of different expressions. The results showed that the reaction time (RT) for and accuracy of detecting an emotional face (e.g., angry and happy) in a crowd of neutral faces were shorter and greater, respectively, than were those for a neutral face in a crowd of emotional faces (Hansen and Hansen, 1988, Öhman et al., 2001 and Williams et al., 2005). Thus, the detection of emotional facial expressions is more effective than the detection of neutral expressions.

It remains controversial whether the rapid detection of emotional faces could be derived from emotional or visual factors (cf. Cave and Batty, 2006) because emotional and neutral facial expressions are different not only in their emotional significance but also in the change in visual features (e.g., oblique eyebrows in angry expressions versus horizontal eyebrows in neutral expressions). Several behavioral studies have shown that oblique lines were
detected more quickly than horizontal lines (Sagi and Julesz, 1986), suggesting that changes in physical features play an important role in the rapid detection of emotional facial expressions. However, a recent behavioral study investigated this issue by manipulating the visual features of photographic facial stimuli (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2010). The researchers presented normal emotional facial expressions (anger and happiness) or control stimuli, termed “anti-expressions” (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2009; for different use of this term, see Skinner and Benton, 2010 and Skinner and Benton, 2012), within crowds of neutral expressions. Anti-expressions were created from photographs of emotional facial expressions by using computer-morphing techniques to contain a degree of visual changes equivalent to those in emotional facial expressions compared with neutral facial expressions; however, the anti-expressions were recognized as neutral expressions in free categorical labeling (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2009). This method enabled us to determine whether the rapid detection of emotional facial expressions was attributed to emotional significance or to visual features. Therefore, it was suggested that anti-expressions are promising control stimuli for investigating the effects of emotional significance on the efficient detection of emotional facial expressions (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2009). The previous study showed that the RTs for detecting emotional facial expressions were shorter than those for detecting anti-expressions, indicating that emotional facial expressions are efficiently detected because of their emotional, not their visual, elements (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2010).

Although these accumulating behavioral data have confirmed the rapid and accurate detection of emotional facial expressions, its neural mechanism remains unclear. To measure the brain activity underlying such rapid psychological processing, event-related potentials (ERPs) would be one of the most appropriate tools because of their high temporal resolution. A few recent studies have reported ERP data in visual search tasks with facial stimuli (Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2011 and Weymar et al., 2011). However, these studies focused only on differences among emotional categories of targets (i.e., angry versus happy expressions). Thus, no reported study has compared the ERP components for detecting emotional versus emotionally neutral facial targets within neutral distractors. Furthermore, the influence of emotional and visual factors on ERP activity related to the detection of emotional versus emotionally neutral facial targets within neutral distractors has not been examined. There is also no report on the relationships between detection performance or emotional ratings for emotional expressions and ERP activities; such information would be of importance in understanding the functional significance of the influence of emotion on ERP components (Olofsson et al., 2008).

There appear to be two ERP candidates for the electrophysiological correlate of rapid detection of emotional facial expressions. The first is the negative deflection at about 200–400 ms in the bilateral posterior cortices, referred to as early posterior negativity (EPN) (Schupp et al., 2003). Several ERP studies showed that greater EPN was elicited in response to emotional than to neutral facial expressions (e.g., Balconi and Pozzoli, 2003, Sato et al., 2001 and Schupp et al., 2004) and in response to emotional than to neutral scenes (e.g., Junghöfer et al., 2001, Schupp et al., 2003 and Wiens et al., 2011; for a review, see Olofsson et al., 2008). A previous study also showed that greater EPN was elicited by emotional rather than by neutral scenes, even when some visual factors (e.g., luminance and spatial frequency) were controlled (Wiens et al., 2011). This study also showed that greater EPN was related to higher ratings of emotional arousal for scenery stimuli. Some researchers have suggested that the enhanced EPN for emotional stimuli may reflect heightened perceptual or attentional processing of the stimuli (e.g., Sato et al., 2001 and Schupp et al., 2003). These empirical and theoretical data on EPN are consistent with
behavioral data indicating the rapid detection of emotional compared with neutral facial expressions, even when controlling for visual factors, and their relevance to emotional arousal (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2010). Thus, we hypothesized that EPN would be the primary candidate for the neural correlate of the efficient detection of emotional facial expressions.

The second candidate is the negative deflection at around 200–400 ms in the posterior cortices contralateral to the target presentation, referred to as N2-posterior-contralateral (N2pc) (Luck and Hillyard, 1994). Several previous ERP studies have shown that greater N2pc was elicited in response to the target stimuli in a visual search paradigm (e.g., Luck and Hillyard, 1994 and Woodman and Luck, 1999). Some recent studies tested emotional facial expressions as targets during the detection of emotional targets in a visual search task. These studies showed that greater N2pc was elicited by targets detected more rapidly than by those detected later (Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2011 and Weymar et al., 2011). However, these previous studies did not compare emotional with neutral facial expression targets. Regarding the effects of visual versus emotional factors, a study reported that visual factors, such as local features, did not modulate N2pc in response to emotional facial expressions (Weymar et al., 2011). In contrast, another study reported that visual factors were related to N2pc activity in response to emotional facial expressions (Brosch et al., 2011). Moreover, no reported study has investigated the relationship between N2pc amplitude and emotional arousal. Thus, although the evidence is relatively scarce, we predicted that N2pc would be the secondary candidate related to the detection of emotional facial expressions.

To investigate the neural mechanism underlying the efficient detection of emotional facial expressions, we measured ERP during a visual search task. Our primary aim was to clarify the electrophysiological correlates of emotional processing, and not processing of local visual features, of emotional facial expressions. The normal expressions and anti-expressions of anger or happiness were presented as targets within crowds of neutral expressions (Fig. 1). To investigate the emotional processes related to target detection, we required participants to rate the subjectively experienced arousal and valence (cf. Lang et al., 1998). We also tested stimulus familiarity and naturalness as possible confounding factors (e.g., Tong and Nakayama, 1999). Based on the previously mentioned evidence, we made three predictions. First, enhanced EPN/N2pc would be induced in response to normal expressions compared with anti-expressions. Second, the greater EPN/N2pc activity would be related to shorter RTs and increased accuracy. Third, the greater EPN/N2pc activity would be related to higher emotional arousal ratings.

**Fig. 1.** Stimuli (a). Targets (normal expressions and anti-expressions of anger and happiness) and distractors (neutral expressions). Examples of stimulus arrays (b).
2. Results

2.1. RT and accuracy

Mean (with SE) RTs and accuracy rates are shown in Fig. 2. To investigate the effect of stimulus facial expressions on detection performance, the RTs and accuracy rates were analyzed using three-way repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with type (normal expression and anti-expression), emotion (anger and happiness), and visual field (left and right) as factors.

For RTs, the results revealed significant main effects of type \( F(1, 19)=29.96, p<0.001 \) and visual field \( F(1, 19)=4.74, p<0.05 \), and a significant interaction of type×emotion×visual field \( F(1, 19)=6.14, p<0.05 \). Follow-up analyses for the three-way interaction revealed that the simple effect of type, indicating shorter RTs for normal expressions than for anti-expressions, was significant for all emotion×visual field conditions (anger–left: \( F(1, 76)=18.39, p<0.001 \); anger–right: \( F(1, 76)=7.44, p<0.05 \); happiness–left: \( F(1, 76)=6.67, p<0.05 \); happiness–right: \( F(1, 76)=20.19, p<0.001 \)). The simple effect of emotion was significant for anti-expression presented in the left visual field \( F(1, 76)=7.10, p<0.05 \), indicating shorter RTs for anti-happiness than for anti-anger, but this was not significant in other conditions \( F(1, 76)<1.60, p>0.10 \). The simple effect of visual field was significant for anti-anger \( F(1, 76)=8.41, p<0.01 \), indicating shorter RTs for anti-anger presented in the right visual field than in the left visual field, but it was not significant in other conditions \( F(1, 76)<3.60, p>0.05 \).

In terms of accuracy, the ANOVA revealed significant main effects of type \( F(1, 19)=26.62, p<0.001 \) and visual field \( F(1, 19)=26.08, p<0.001 \), and a significant interaction of type×visual field \( F(1, 19)=7.30, p<0.05 \). Follow-up analyses for the two-way interaction revealed that the simple effect of type, indicating higher accuracy for normal expressions than for anti-expressions, was significant for both visual field conditions (left: \( F(1, 38)=31.77; \) right: \( F(1, 38)=15.56, \) both \( p<0.01 \)). The simple effect of visual field, indicating higher accuracy when the stimuli were presented in the right than in the left visual field, was significant for both stimulus conditions (normal: \( F(1, 38)=14.93; \) anti-expression: \( F(1, 38)=21.72, \) both \( p<0.01 \)).

In summary, the RT and accuracy data showed that normal expressions were detected more rapidly and more accurately than were anti-expressions. There was no evidence of a speed–accuracy trade-off phenomenon.

2.2. Rating

The mean (with SE) ratings for four items (arousal, valence, familiarity, and naturalness) are shown in Table 1.
To investigate differences in emotional responses to target stimuli, each rating for target facial stimuli was analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA with type and emotion as factors.

Table 1. Mean (with SE) ratings for each facial expression.

| Item       | Normal   |  | Ant       |     | Neutral  |  |
|------------|----------|  |-----------|-----|----------|  |
| Arousal    | 7.03 (0.22) |  | 4.93 (0.21) | 4.03 (0.25) |  |
| Valence    | 2.60 (0.21) |  | 4.60 (0.24) | 4.25 (0.28) |  |
| Familiarity| 2.38 (0.29) |  | 4.25 (0.28) | 4.03 (0.28) |  |
| Naturalness| 3.28 (0.39) |  | 4.38 (0.37) | 6.83 (0.33) |  |

With respect to arousal, the main effects of type \((F(1, 19)=45.80, p<0.001)\) and emotion \((F(1, 19)=6.61, p<0.05)\) and the interaction of type×emotion \((F(1, 19)=5.17, p<0.05)\) were significant. The follow-up analysis for the interaction showed that the simple effect of type, indicating higher arousal ratings for normal expressions than for anti-expressions, was significant for both anger \((F(1, 38)=68.96, p<0.001)\) and happiness \((F(1, 38)=7.82, p<0.05)\). The simple effect of emotion was also significant for normal expressions \((F(1, 38)=8.02, p<0.05)\), indicating higher arousal ratings for normal-anger than for normal-happiness, but it was not significant for anti-expressions \((F(1, 38)=0.17, p>0.10)\).

In terms of valence, the main effects of type \((F(1, 19)=5.49, p<0.05)\) and emotion \((F(1, 19)=111.56, p<0.001)\) and the interaction of type×emotion \((F(1, 19)=125.81, p<0.001)\) were significant. Further examination of the two-way interaction showed that the simple effect of type was significant for both expressions (anger: \(F(1, 38)=46.77\), happiness: \(F(1, 38)=110.04\), both \(p<0.001\)), indicating lower valence ratings for normal-anger than for anti-anger and higher valence ratings for normal-happiness than for anti-happiness. The simple effect of emotion was significant for normal \((F(1, 38)=156.19, p<0.001)\) and for anti-expressions \((F(1, 38)=4.53, p<0.05)\), indicating lower valence ratings for normal-anger than for normal-happiness and higher valence ratings for anti-anger than for anti-happiness.

With regard to familiarity, the main effects of emotion \((F(1, 19)=135.48, p<0.001)\) and the interaction of type×emotion \((F(1, 19)=79.96, p<0.001)\) were significant. The follow-up analysis for the interaction showed that the simple effect of type was significant for both expressions (anger: \(F(1, 38)=18.70\); happiness: \(F(1, 38)=68.92\), both \(p<0.001\)), indicating lower familiarity for normal-anger than for anti-anger and higher familiarity for normal-happiness than for anti-happiness. The simple effect of emotion was significant for normal expressions \((F(1, 38)=165.65, p<0.001)\), indicating lower familiarity for normal-anger than for normal-happiness, but it was not significant for anti-expressions \((F(1, 38)=0.82, p>0.10)\).

With respect to naturalness, the main effects of emotion \((F(1, 19)=22.91, p<0.001)\) and the interaction of type×emotion \((F(1, 19)=28.30, p<0.001)\) were significant. In terms of the interaction, the simple effect of type was significant for happy expressions \((F(1, 38)=24.36, p<0.001)\), indicating higher naturalness ratings for normal-happiness than for anti-happiness, but this was not the case for anger \((F(1, 38)=4.08, p>0.05)\). The simple effect of emotion was significant for normal expressions \((F(1, 38)=38.79, p<0.001)\), indicating higher naturalness.
ratings for normal-happiness than for normal-anger, but it was not significant for anti-expressions \((F(1, 38)=0.72, p>0.10)\).

In short, the results of the ratings for targets revealed that only the arousal ratings showed a consistent effect of type (normal versus anti-expression) across angry and happy expressions, which correspond to the results of the RTs and accuracy.

### 2.3. Rating–RT and rating–accuracy relationships

To investigate the relationships between subjective emotional reactions and detection performance in response to target stimuli, a multiple regression analysis was conducted with the single rating as an independent variable and RT or accuracy as a dependent variable.

For the rating–RT relationship, the results showed that arousal was significantly related to RT \((t(59)=4.02, p<0.001)\), indicating that higher arousal ratings were related to shorter detection RTs. Other ratings were not significantly related to RT (valence: \(t(59)=1.30\); familiarity: \(t(59)=1.65\); naturalness: \(t(59)=1.33\), all \(p>0.10\)).

In terms of accuracy, the multiple regression analysis showed that arousal was significantly related to accuracy \((t(59)=2.89, p<0.01)\), indicating that higher arousal ratings were related to more accurate detection. Familiarity \((t(59)=2.13, p<0.05)\) and naturalness \((t(59)=2.01, p<0.05)\) were also related to accuracy, indicating that higher familiarity and naturalness were related to more accurate detection. In contrast, valence was not related to accuracy \((t(59)=1.45, p>0.10)\).

In summary, higher arousal was consistently related to more rapid and more accurate detection.

### 2.4. ERP

Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 1 show the grand average ERPs recorded at the P7 and P8 electrodes. The ERP data were analyzed using a 3D space–time SPM approach (Kilner and Friston, 2010 and Litvak et al., 2011) to appropriately process the problem of multiple comparisons over latencies and/or electrodes. The data were analyzed with repeated-measures ANOVA models with type, emotion, and visual field as factors.

![Fig. 3. Grand average ERP waveforms at the P7 and P8 electrodes. Data for each stimulus condition are shown. The visual field factor is collapsed. The time window of interest (200–400 ms) is shaded.](image)

To analyze EPN, the main effect of type, comparing normal versus anti-expressions, was tested. The results showed a significant negative deflection during 200–400 ms at the P7 (peak: 346 ms,
$Z=3.27$, $p<0.01$, corrected; time extent: 302–358 ms) and P8 (peak: 346 ms, $Z=3.45$, $p<0.01$, corrected; peak: 302 ms, $Z=3.08$, $p<0.05$, corrected; time extent: 284–360 ms) electrode locations (Fig. 4). The topographic map of $p$-values indicated that a cluster of bilateral posterior regions was significantly activated. No significant effect of type was observed for any other space–time regions. We also conducted analyses for other main effects or interactions in the whole space–time regions but found no significant results.

**Fig. 4.** ERPs at 346 ms showing EPN for normal expressions versus anti-expressions. (a) Topographic map of amplitude for each stimulus condition. (b) Topographic map of differential amplitudes between normal expression and anti-expression conditions. (c) Mean (with SE) amplitudes at P7 and P8 electrodes. (d) Topographic map of p-values for the contrast between normal expressions and anti-expressions (uncorrected $p<0.01$ for display purposes).

To examine N2pc, the interaction among type, visual field and electrode were analyzed. There was no significant activity within our space–time region of interest (ROI). With a more liberal height threshold ($p<0.05$, uncorrected), activation was found at the P8 electrode location (peak: 244 ms; $Z=2.09$). No significant interactions were observed for other space–time regions. Moreover, we conducted analyses for other main effects or interactions in the whole space–time regions but found no significant results.

To confirm these results and to complement the bin-based approach of SPM (Kilner and Friston, 2010), additional ROI analyses were conducted by calculating mean amplitudes during 200–400 ms at the P7 and P8 electrodes. Four-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with type, emotion, visual field, and electrode as factors were conducted. The main effects of type ($F(1, 19)=13.98$, $p<0.005$) and visual field ($F(1, 19)=17.16$, $p<0.005$) and the interaction of visual field×electrode ($F(1, 19)=8.33$, $p<0.01$) were significant. Other main effects and interactions were not significant ($F(1, 19)<4.07$, $p>0.10$). These results indicate larger negativities for normal expressions than for anti-expressions. Follow-up analyses for the interaction of visual field×electrode indicated larger negativities
for the targets in the right versus the left visual field at the left versus the right electrodes ($F(1, 38)>7.20, p<0.05$). Because several previous studies analyzed EPN/N2pc at different adjacent electrodes (e.g., Weymar et al., 2011), we also analyzed the ERP data at O1/O2 and P3/P4 in the same way. The results showed patterns similar to those for the P7 and P8 electrodes, showing the significant main effect of type and hemisphere of electrodes ($F(1, 19)>13.84, p<0.01$) and the interaction of visual field×hemisphere of electrodes ($F(1, 19)>8.91, p<0.01$), but no other significant main effects or interactions were found ($F(1, 19)<3.53, p>0.05$). The results showed no difference in the N2pc amplitude between normal and anti-expressions.

In summary, both the SPM and mean amplitude analyses revealed that normal expressions enhanced EPN compared with anti-expressions, whereas there was no significant difference between normal and anti-expressions in N2pc.

2.5. RT–, accuracy–, and rating–ERP relationships

To test our predictions that the efficient detection and emotional significance of target stimuli were related to ERP components, the ERP data were analyzed further using regression models with RT, accuracy, or rating data as independent variables in a SPM approach.

For EPN, ERPs averaged across the left and right visual fields were used as the dependent variable. For the regression analysis with RT, the results revealed a significant negative relationship between RT and the absolute amplitude of negative deflections during 200–400 ms at the electrode sites P7 (peak: 356 ms, $Z=3.32, p<0.01$, corrected; peak: 388 ms, $Z=2.96, p<0.05$, corrected; time extent: 344–400 ms) and P8 (peak: 354 ms, $Z=3.77, p=0.001$, corrected; peak: 314 ms; $Z=3.30, p<0.01$, corrected; time extent: 290–372 ms) (Fig. 5(a)). The topographic map of $p$-values revealed that a cluster in the bilateral posterior cortices was significant. The result showed that larger EPN was associated with faster detection. There was no other significant cluster for any space–time regions.

The results of the regression analysis with accuracy revealed a significant positive relationship between accuracy and the absolute amplitude of the negative deflections at 200–400 ms at electrode sites P7 (peak: 354 ms and 392 ms, $Z=3.29$ and 3.16, $p<0.01$, corrected; time extent: 342–400 ms) and P8 (peak: 352 ms, $Z=2.91, p<0.05$, corrected; time extent: 346–358 ms) (Fig. 5(b)). The topographic map of $p$-values revealed that a cluster in the bilateral posterior cortices was significant. The results showed that greater EPN was associated with more accurate detection. There was no other significant cluster for any space–time regions.

For the analysis with arousal ratings as an independent variable, a significant positive relationship was found between the arousal rating and the absolute amplitude of negative deflection during 200–400 ms at P7 (peak: 346 ms, $Z=2.56, p=0.05$, corrected, time extent: 330–358 ms) and P8 (peak: 370 ms, $Z=3.83, p<0.01$, corrected; peak: 280 ms, $Z=2.82, p<0.05$, corrected; time extent: 270–394 ms) (Fig. 5(c)). The topographic $p$-value map again showed a significant cluster in the bilateral posterior regions. The result showed larger EPN associated with higher emotional arousal. No significant cluster was observed for any other space–time regions. We also conducted analyses using valence, familiarity, and naturalness ratings as independent variables but the data revealed no significant activity in any space–time regions.
Fig. 5. Relationships between behavioral measures and EPN. Data for reaction time (RT) (a), accuracy (b), and arousal rating (c) are shown. The scatter plots and regression lines indicate the relationships between the behavioral measures and adjusted EPN amplitudes (after covarying out the participant effect) at the P7 (left) and P8 (right) electrode locations. The data were extracted from the activation foci in regression analyses. Topographic p-value maps show the effects of behavioral measures in regression analyses at 350 ms (uncorrected p<0.01, only for display purposes).

For N2pc, differential ERPs between the contralateral and ipsilateral to the target presentation were analyzed. For the regression analysis with the RT as an independent variable, the results revealed a significant negative relationship between RT and the absolute amplitude of negative deflection of N2pc during 200–400 ms at the P8 electrode site (peak: 338 ms, Z=3.28, p<0.01, corrected; time extent: 324–348 ms). However, the topographic map of p-values indicated that a significant cluster extended into the central and frontal regions in the right hemisphere. Furthermore, no significant cluster was found during 200–400 ms at the P7 electrode, even with a more liberal height threshold (p<0.05, uncorrected). Thus, these results should be regarded as a partial support, at best, for N2pc involvement in target detection. There was no other significant activation. The analyses using accuracy and all of the ratings as independent variables revealed no significant cluster in any space–time regions.

To confirm the results of the SPM approach, ROI-based regression analyses were conducted using mean amplitudes during 200–400 ms. The analyses of EPN revealed that larger negative deflections at 200–400 ms were
significantly related to shorter RTs ($t(59)=2.31, p<0.05$), higher levels of accuracy ($t(59)=1.85, p<0.05$), and higher arousal ratings ($t(59)=2.57, p<0.05$). There was no significant relationship between ERP activity and other ratings ($t(59)<0.88, p>0.10$). For the analyses of N2pc, results showed that higher differential ERPs were significantly related to shorter RTs ($t(59)=2.20, p<0.05$), but not to accuracy ($t(59)=0.38, p>0.10$) and all ratings ($t(59)<1.41, p>0.10$).

In summary, the SPM and mean amplitude analyses consistently showed that enhanced EPN was related to more rapid and accurate detection and higher arousal ratings for facial expressions. The relationships between N2pc and these behavioral measures were shown only partially.

3. Discussion

Our behavioral data of detection performance showed that the normal expressions of anger and happiness were detected faster and more accurately than were anti-expressions. The emotional rating results showed the corresponding pattern, in which normal expressions of anger and happiness were rated as more emotionally arousing than were their anti-expressions. Regression analyses confirmed the relationship between ratings and detection performance, showing that heightened emotional arousal was related to shorter RTs and higher accuracy for detecting expressions. These results are consistent with and also extend those of a previous study (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2010).

More importantly, our analyses of ERP data consistently revealed that such behavioral performance was related to EPN. First, the repeated-measures ANOVA of the ERPs showed that the normal expressions elicited greater EPN than did the anti-expressions. The results of our preliminary experiment showed that anti-expressions were most frequently labeled as neutral (see Section 4), which is consistent with a previous study (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2009). Therefore, these ERP results suggest that the emotional facial targets elicited greater EPN than did emotionally neutral facial targets. This result is consistent with the results of several previous ERP studies that reported greater EPN for emotional facial expressions (e.g., Sato et al., 2001) and emotional scenes (e.g., Junghöfer et al., 2001) than for neutral stimuli. Our results extend these observations, suggesting that emotional facial expressions elicited greater EPN during a visual search experiment compared with neutral ones and that their patterns correspond to behavioral data showing more rapid and more accurate detection of emotional than of neutral facial targets. Furthermore, because the anti-expressions contain changes in visual features comparable to those in normal expressions compared with neutral expressions, our results suggest that the increased EPN associated with the detection of emotional facial expressions is not attributable to visual factors. This is consistent with the results of a recent ERP study reporting that greater EPN was elicited by emotional than by neutral scenes, even after controlling for visual factors, including compositional complexity, spatial frequency, luminance, and contrast (Wiens et al., 2011). Our results extend these findings by indicating that differences of feature distortions, such as oblique lines and curves, do not account for increased EPN in response to emotional versus neutral stimuli. In summary, our results suggest that greater EPN is elicited during the detection of emotional than neutral facial expressions, and this difference is attributable to emotional and not to visual factors.

Second, multiple regression analyses of the ERP data revealed directly that increased EPN was related to faster and more accurate detection of the facial targets. These results, as well as the aforementioned correspondence
of the results of factorial analyses between behavioral and ERP data, suggest that EPN is related to the rapid and accurate detection of facial expressions. These results provide an empirical support for previous suggestions of a relationship between EPN and detection performance. For example, it has been proposed that enhancement of EPN may reflect the tagging of stimuli for further processing of sensory encoding (Schupp et al., 2004) or the greater allocation of attentional resources to emotional than to neutral scenes (Schupp et al., 2003). It has been also proposed that greater EPN may reflect enhanced conscious awareness of emotional than that of neutral facial expressions (Sato et al., 2001). Furthermore, our results are consistent with another line of ERP research investigating conscious awareness of non-emotional stimuli. Several studies have reported that the negative deflection at the posterior cortices during 200–400 ms was greater in response to consciously seen stimuli than to non-seen stimuli (e.g., Genetti et al., 2009; for a review, see Koivisto and Revonsuo, 2010). Together with these data, our results suggest that greater EPN reflects neural processing related to the rapid and conscious detection of emotional versus neutral facial expressions.

Third, the multiple regression analyses also revealed that EPN activity increased according to the level of emotional arousal. The most prevalent interpretation of dimensional emotional ratings is that arousal and valence reflect the intensity and quality of emotional experience, respectively (Lang et al., 1998 and Reisenzein, 1994). Based on this, our results indicate that EPN was enlarged because of their intense emotional significance. This is consistent with a recent ERP study reporting a positive relationship between EPN activity and arousal ratings for emotional scenes (Wiens et al., 2011), although the study used normative rating data in a different participant sample. We investigated the correspondence between emotional ratings and ERP activity in the same participants. The current study provides evidence that the increased EPN in response to emotional facial expressions reflects their emotional significance.

Taken together, our results regarding EPN suggest that the emotional versus neutral facial expressions activates the posterior visual cortices at 200–400 ms, which is attributable not to the visual elements of emotional facial expressions but to their emotional significance. Our results revealed that increased EPN was related to faster and more accurate detection of the facial targets, and specifically to the higher emotional arousal felt by the participants. To our knowledge, this is the first evidence suggesting that the neural correlates of the efficient detection of emotional facial expressions are attributable to their emotional significance compared with emotionally neutral facial expressions when the physical changes in visual features are controlled.

The regression analysis showed a partial relationship between N2pc amplitude and detection RTs, showing larger N2pc for the face stimuli detected more rapidly at the right hemisphere. This indicates that the rapid detection of facial targets was accompanied by enhanced N2pc amplitudes, which is consistent with previous studies showing that N2pc was increased in response to emotional expressions that were detected more rapidly compared with those detected later (Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2011 and Weymar et al., 2011). However, contrary to our prediction based on previous studies, repeated-measures ANOVA did not show that N2pc activity was modulated by the contrast between normal and anti-expressions. Several methodological differences, such as small visual eccentricities, different numbers of trials, and different electrode locations, may account for the disparity in the results. It is also possible that our control of visual factors may have produced the current results. Regarding this issue, a recent study tested the effect of the visual features (thickening the peripheral frames) of photos of
emotional and neutral facial expressions on N2pc (Brosch et al., 2011). The results showed that exaggerated visual features increased N2pc activity, whereas such a difference was not observed in response to emotional versus neutral facial expressions. The researchers suggested that the neural mechanisms for visual and emotional attention may be dissociable (cf. Vuilleumier and Brosch, 2009) and that N2pc may reflect processing related to the former attentional system. Although some previous studies reported N2pc differences in response to photographs of negative and positive facial expressions after carefully matching the physical features (e.g., brightness) of these stimuli (Eimer and Kiss, 2007, Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2011 and Fox et al., 2008), it is inevitable that different emotional expressions contain differing amounts of feature changes. We speculate that differences in N2pc may not be evident during the detection of emotional versus neutral facial targets when visual factors are controlled.

The regression analyses of the ERP data showed that EPN was not significantly related to the familiarity or naturalness ratings of facial targets. This suggests that these non-emotional processes of familiarity/naturalness cannot account for the EPN during the detection of facial expressions. However, our analyses of the behavioral data showed significant relationships between detection performance and these ratings, although the results were not consistent across the RT and accuracy measures. The results suggest the possibility that the processing of the familiarity and naturalness of facial expressions may influence the efficient detection of the expressions. Inspection of the rating patterns suggested that the effect of the familiarity/naturalness processes in response to faces was different from that of emotional arousal. However, additional behavioral and neuroscientific studies are needed to investigate the effects of these non-emotional processes on the detection of emotional facial expressions.

Regarding the difference between normal angry and happy expressions, our data assessing RTs and accuracy did not show significant differences in detection performance. This result differs from that of a previous study that used the same stimulus sets (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2010). Some methodological differences may account for the differing results. For example, we presented the stimuli only for 1000 ms, whereas the previous study presented stimuli until participants completed their responses. Additionally, we presented the stimuli in a fixed position on the array, whereas the previous study presented the stimuli in random positions. However, other previous studies using photographic stimuli also reported mixed results regarding the more effective detection of angry versus happy expressions within an array of neutral faces; some reported positive (Fox and Damjanovic, 2006, Gilboa-Schechtman et al., 1999 and Lamy et al., 2008) and others reported negative (Byrne and Eysenck, 1995, Juth et al., 2005 and Williams et al., 2005) findings. Consistent with our behavioral data, the results of our ANOVA and regression analyses on EPN amplitude showed no effect related to emotional valence. These results are consistent with those of several previous studies showing no clear difference in EPN amplitude between negative and positive emotional scenes (e.g., Schupp et al., 2003; for a review, see Olofsson et al., 2008). We suggest that, as with behavioral performance, the differences in EPN between angry and happy expressions may be less robust than the differences between emotional and neutral facial expressions.

Some limitations to our study must be acknowledged. First, although the anti-expressions reflected changes in all facial features in equivalent amount but in the opposite directions from the emotional expressions with reference to the neutral expressions, this method cannot completely exclude the effects of all visual factors. It is possible that the efficient detection of facial expressions could be related to other visual factors, such as holistic information (cf. Tanaka and Farah, 1993) or interactions between features (cf. Itti and Koch, 2001). It was proposed
that the recognition of facial expressions could be achieved by a holistic template matching strategy (e.g., Rutherford and McIntosh, 2007). Further studies are necessary to investigate the influence of these visual factors on the efficient detection of emotional facial expressions.

Second, only two models were used as stimuli because anti-expressions could not be created using facial materials with open mouths (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2009). Therefore, the present study could not assess differences between stimulus models such as sex, identity, and degree of distortion in the physical features. For example, a previous study reported that male angry faces were detected faster than female angry faces (Williams and Mattingley, 2006). Further investigation using more facial stimuli would allow these issues to be clarified.

Finally, because we recorded ERPs on the scalp, we failed to detect the activity of subcortical structures such as the amygdala. A previous ERP study suggested that the EPN for emotional facial expressions may be functionally related to subcortical activities (Sato et al., 2001). Some neuroimaging studies have reported that activity in the visual cortices in response to emotional facial expressions was modulated by amygdala activity (e.g., Morris et al., 1998). Other neuroimaging studies showed that amygdala activity while viewing emotional facial expressions reflected subjective emotional arousal/intensity (e.g., Sato et al., 2010). A recent intracranial EEG study has also shown that amygdala activation in response to emotional versus neutral facial expressions occurred rapidly, specifically during 50–150 ms (Sato et al., 2011). Taken together, these data suggest the possibility that the increased EPN in response to the detection of emotional versus neutral facial expressions found in the present study may be related to the rapid activation of the amygdala. In a future research, it would be interesting to investigate amygdala activity and its functional connectivity with the visual cortices during the detection of emotional facial expressions by using other neuroscientific measures such as functional magnetic resonance imaging and intracranial EEG.

In summary, our behavioral results showed that normal expressions were detected faster and more accurately than anti-expressions. Normal expressions, compared with anti-expressions, were also rated as more emotionally arousing. Our ERP results revealed that the normal expressions were associated with greater EPN. Furthermore, the enhanced EPN activity was related to shorter RTs, increased accuracy, and greater emotional arousal. Taken together, these multiple lines of behavioral and neuropsychological evidence suggest that the more rapid and more accurate detection of emotional than that of neutral facial expressions is implemented via activation of the posterior visual cortices at 200–400 ms based on their emotional significance.

4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Participants

Twenty volunteers (six females and 14 males, mean±SD age, 23.1±3.6) participated. All participants gave written informed consent for the experimental procedure, which was approved by the ethics committee of the Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University. All participants were right handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) and had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.

4.2. Experimental design

The experiment consisted of target-present and target-absent trials. The target-present trials were constructed
as a three-factor design with type (normal expression and anti-expression), emotion (anger and happiness), and visual field (the visual field in which the target was presented; left and right) as within-participant factors.

4.3. Stimuli

Target and distractor stimuli are shown in Fig. 1(a). Normal expressions and anti-expressions of angry and happy faces were used as target stimuli, and the neutral expressions were used as distractor stimuli.

Neutral expressions and normal emotional expressions depicting anger and happiness were grayscale photographs of two models (one female [PF] and one male [PE]) chosen from a standard set (Ekman and Friesen, 1976). Neither model was familiar to any of the participants. No expression showed bared teeth.

Anti-expressions were created from these photographs using computer-morphing software (FUTON System, ATR) on a Linux computer. First, the coordinates of 79 facial feature points were identified manually and realigned based on the coordinates of the bilateral irises. The differences between the points of the neutral and emotional expressions (angry and happy) were calculated and regarded as 0% and 100%, respectively. The anti-expressions were then created by moving each feature point the same distance in the opposite direction with the emotional face, i.e. a −100% transformation from the neutral expressions. Minor color adjustments by a few pixels were performed using Photoshop 5.0 (Adobe).

Two types of adjustments were made to the stimuli using PhotoShop 5.0. First, the photographs were cropped into a circle, slightly inside the frame of the face, to eliminate contours and hairstyles not relevant to the expression. Second, the photographs were prepared so that significant differences in contrast were eliminated, thereby removing possible identifying information.

To ensure that the stimuli could be recognized as facial expressions of the target emotion, we conducted a preliminary rating experiment with 18 participants (10 females and eight males), none of whom took part in the ERP experiment. We showed each facial expression of target and distractor stimuli and asked participants to select which of seven labels (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and neutrality) most appropriately described the expression. The results showed that normal-angry, normal-happy, anti-angry, anti-happy, and neutral facial expressions were most frequently recognized as anger (52.8%), happiness (83.3%), neutrality (52.8%), neutrality (41.7%), and neutrality (86.1%), respectively. Planned comparisons using t values (one-tailed) showed that these labels were significantly more frequently selected than the other emotion labels for each facial expression ($t(119)>1.76, p<0.05$). These results indicated that the normal and anti-expressions we used in the present experiment depicted emotional and neutral states, respectively.

4.4. Procedure

The presentation of stimuli was controlled by Presentation 14.9 (Neurobehavioral Systems) implemented on a Windows computer (HP Z200 SFF, Hewlett-Packard Company). The stimuli were presented on a 19-in. CRT monitor (HM903D-A, Iiyama) with a refresh rate 150 Hz and a resolution of 1024×768 pixels. The refresh rate was confirmed by using a high-speed camera (EXILIM FH100, Casio) with the temporal resolution of 1000 frames/s.  

4.4.1. Visual search task

The stimuli were displayed in 2×2 arrays (four faces) against a black background. An example of the
stimulus display is shown in Fig. 1(b). Each facial array was composed of pictures of a single model. Each individual face subtended a visual angle of 1.58° horizontally×1.93° vertically, and the stimulus arrays subtended a visual angle of 4.30°×4.30°. At the center of the stimulus arrays, a white cross subtending a visual angle of 0.86°×0.86° was presented as a fixation point.

The experiment consisted of a total of 768 trials presented in 12 blocks of 64 trials, with an equal number of target-present and target-absent trials. In the target-present trials, a discrepant picture was inserted into 2×2 arrays as the target. In the target-absent trials, each stimulus display consisted of the same four neutral faces. The trial number of each target condition was 96, with an equal number of targets presented in the left and right visual fields. The trial order was pseudo-randomized across all conditions within a block, although the order was restricted not to show the same target stimulus in the same position in successive trials. The interstimulus interval varied from 1300 to 1800 ms. A white cross subtending a visual angle of 0.86°×0.86° was always displayed in the center of the monitor.

In each trial, the stimulus array consisting of four faces was presented for 1000 ms. Participants were asked to answer as quickly and accurately as possible whether all four faces were the same (i.e., target-absent) or whether a discrepant face was present (i.e., target-present) by pushing the button on a response box (RB-530, Cedrus) using the left or right index finger. The position of the response buttons was counterbalanced across participants.

We measured ERPs during a visual search task. The experiment was conducted in an electrically shielded and soundproofed room (Science Cabin, Takahashi Kensetsu). Participants sat in chairs with their chins fixed in steady positions 80 cm from the monitor. They were asked to maintain their gaze on the fixation cross which was presented at the center of the display throughout the experiment. They were also instructed to avoid eye blinks and excessive bodily movements during trials. Before the experiment began, participants engaged in 32 practice trials to gain familiarity with the apparatus and the timing of eye blinks.

4.4.2. Rating

After ERP measurements during the visual search task, all facial stimuli were presented individually at random to the participants, who were asked to evaluate each stimulus in terms of the emotional arousal and valence experienced (i.e., the intensity and quality of the emotion that participants felt when perceiving the stimulus expression), familiarity (i.e., the frequency of seeing facial expressions in daily life such as those depicted by the stimulus), and naturalness (i.e., the degree of natural display of the stimulus expression). The ratings used a nine-point scale ranging from 1 (low arousal, negative, unfamiliar, and unnatural) to 9 (high arousal, positive, familiar, and natural). The order of presentation of the stimuli and rating items were randomized and balanced across participants.

4.5. ERP measurement

Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals were recorded with 28 Ag-AgCl passive sintered ring electrodes (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, and O2) mounted in an elastic cap (EasyCap) according to the modified international 10/20 system (Sharbrough et al. 1991). The cap was fixed with surgical tape under the jaw to keep the electrodes in position during the trials. Horizontal and vertical electrooculogram (EOG) signals were also recorded from the bilateral
canthi and above and below the left eye. The reference electrode was put on the nose, and the ground electrode was
fixed on the forehead (AFz electrode). Electrode impedance was kept below 15 kΩ. EEG and EOG recordings were
performed using a Brain Vision Recorder (Brain Products). Data were sampled at 500 Hz and filtered through a
band-pass of 0.016–250 Hz. An unobtrusive monitoring of events was also made using a video camera (SA-48825,
Entel System) to check participants’ eye and body movements.

4.6. Data analysis
4.6.1. Behavioral data

The mean RTs of the correct responses and mean accuracy in target trials were calculated for each target
stimulus condition, excluding trials beyond mean±3 SD of RTs as artifacts. The RTs and accuracy rate were then
subjected to three-way repeated-measure ANOVA with type, emotion, and visual field of target presentation as
within-participant factors. For significant interactions, follow-up analyses of the simple effect were conducted
(Kirk, 1995). When interactions were significant, main effects were not subjected to interpretation because of the
possibilities of problems (cf. Tabachnic and Fidell, 2000).

Each rating (arousal, valence, familiarity, and naturalness) for target stimuli was analyzed using two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA with type and emotion as within-participant factors. For significant interactions, as with
the RT and accuracy data, follow-up analyses were conducted.

Multiple regression analysis was performed with the single rating as an independent variable and RT or
accuracy averaged across the left and right visual fields under all type×emotion conditions as a dependent variable.
Dummy variables were added as independent variables to represent participant as a factor of no interest.

All statistical tests for the behavioral data were performed using SPSS 10.0J software (SPSS Japan), and the
results were deemed statistically significant at \( p<0.05 \).

4.6.2. ERP

ERP analyses were performed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8) and
implemented using Matlab R2011b (Mathworks). Only the data in target-present trials with correct responses and
RTs within 3 SD were analyzed. The ERP and EOG data obtained during 1200 ms were sampled at a rate of 500 Hz
for each trial; prestimulus baseline data were collected for 200 ms (while the fixation point was presented), and
experimental data were collected for 1000 ms after stimulus onset. The data were subjected to topography-based
correction using the Berg algorithm (Berg and Scherg, 1994) for the purpose of eye-movement rejection. Data
were filtered offline through a band-pass of 0.1–30 Hz in the forward and reverse directions using a fifth-order
Butterworth digital filter and then baseline corrected relative to the 200 ms before stimulus. Trials with either
\( \geq 75 \mu V \) in EEG or \( \geq 50 \mu V \) in EOG were rejected as artifacts and excluded from further analyses. The mean±SD
frequencies of artifact-contaminated trials were 26.3±11.8% and were not different across conditions \( (p>0.10) \)
using three-way repeated-measures ANOVA. The ERP data were then averaged over trials by condition.

ERP data were analyzed using a 3D space–time SPM approach (Kilner and Friston, 2010 and Litvak et al.,
2011). The advantages of this approach are that it allows for the spatio-temporal localization of effects while
controlling for multiple comparisons over latencies and/or electrodes; the analysis for each time bin in this
approach can also be more sensitive than conventional averaging (Kilner and Friston, 2010). First, the averaged
ERP data were converted to images in three dimensions (i.e., space \((x, y)\) and time \((z)\)), by creating a two-dimensional linearly interpolated scalp topographic map for each time bin and stacking scalp maps over peristimulus time. The resulting 3D space–time images contained spatial and time dimensions of 32×32 pixels and 1200 time bins.

Then, these space–time images were entered into random-effects general linear models (GLMs). We constructed two types of GLMs. First, to accomplish a repeated-measures ANOVA contrasting normal versus anti-expressions, we constructed a GLM including type, emotion, and visual field as factors of interest, which compare EPN/N2pc among target stimulus conditions. Next, to conduct multiple regression analyses regarding the relationships between ERP and behavioral data (RT, accuracy or ratings), we constructed GLMs including the single behavioral measure under all type×emotion conditions as a factor of interest and participant as a factor of no interest. This revealed the relationship between the EPN/N2pc activities and detection performance or ratings. This method can estimate the contribution of ERP activities to detection performance or emotional ratings directly (cf. Wiens et al., 2011). To analyze the relationships between the EPN activities and detection performance/ratings, the ERP and RT data of the left and right visual fields were averaged. To analyze the relationships between N2pc amplitude and RT/ratings, differences in ERP and RT/accuracy contralateral and ipsilateral to a target were computed. According to a previous ERP study (Weymar et al., 2011), the ipsilateral waveform was defined as the averaged waveform at the P7 electrode when the target was presented to the left visual field and that at the P8 electrode when the target was presented to the right visual field. The contralateral waveform was defined as the averaged waveform at the P7 electrode when the target was presented to the right visual field and that at the P8 electrode when the target was presented to the left visual field.

For the repeated-measures ANOVA, corrections for non-sphericity were applied to ensure the assumption of an independent and identically distributed error for the GLM. We modeled the covariance components representing dependency and uneven variance between levels. Covariance components were estimated from the pooled active voxels (exceeding an uncorrected \(F\) threshold of \(p<0.01\) for any effect) with the restricted maximum-likelihood procedure (Friston et al., 2002). The inverse of the square root of the estimated covariance matrix was used to prewhiten the data and design matrix. A least-squares estimation was performed on the whitened data and design matrix, giving the maximum-likelihood parameter estimates.

Finally, space–time SPM\(\{T\}\) images were generated for each contrast according to our predictions. To test our specific predictions for EPN/N2pc, we used the restricted space–time window for the space–time ROI. This approach is equivalent to the small volume correction in a standard SPM (Worsley et al., 1996). We defined the ROI as the P7 and P8 electrode locations (bilateral for EPN and contralateral for N2pc) during 200–400 ms because previous ERP studies showed EPN/N2pc activities at these electrode sites (e.g., Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2011 and Sato et al., 2001) that were recorded around 200–400 ms after stimulus onset with a peak around 300 ms (e.g. Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2011 and Schupp et al., 2004). For repeated-measures ANOVA, to clarify the effect of emotional significance on ERP components, we tested the main effect of type (normal versus anti-expression) for EPN. We also tested the interaction between type (normal versus anti-expression) and visual field (left versus right) for N2pc at the P7 and P8 electrodes respectively to examine a three-way interaction among type, visual field of target presentation, and electrode site. For the regression analyses, we tested the effect of
behavioral data. To test the effects without predictions, the entire scalp and time (−200 to 1000 ms) regions were analyzed. Significant activation was identified if the activation foci reached the height threshold of p<0.05, family-wise error corrected for multiple comparisons, based on the random field theory (Kilner et al., 2005 and Worsley et al., 1996). The equivalent Z-value was used to report the inferential results. To report the time extent of the activation clusters, including the significantly activated foci, the space–time SPM(T) was thresholded at a height threshold of uncorrected p<0.01. We also conducted some analyses with more liberal thresholds for descriptive purposes.

Additionally, we conducted ROI analyses for the mean amplitudes at 200–400 ms for target-present trials to confirm and complement the results of the bin-based SPM approach. A four-way ANOVA with type (normal and anti-expression), emotion (anger and happiness), visual field (left and right), and electrode (P7 and P8) as factors was conducted to confirm the effect of type on EPN and N2pc. To test the activities at adjacent electrodes, the ERP data at O1/O2 and P3/P4 were also analyzed in the same way. Regression analyses were also conducted to confirm the relationship between EPN/N2pc and behavioral performance or ratings. The mean ERP data across the electrode sites were analyzed, after the data were calculated by averaging between left and right visual field for EPN analyses, and by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral for N2pc analyses.
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